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Saanich International Student Program Contacts 
 

 

Homestay Manager 
Ernestine Mager-Fagel efagel@saanichschools.ca 

 
 

Homestay Coordinator Claremont 
Kristen Belusic kbelusic@saanichschools.ca 

250-655-2723 (office) 
250-217-6727 (cell) 

 
Homestay Coordinator Stelly’s 

Kim Ewer kewer@saanichschools.ca 
250-655-2721 (office) 
250-217-9368 (cell) 

 
Homestay Coordinator Parkland 

Erika Bertram ebertram@saanichschools.ca 
250-655-2726 (office) 
250-880-1589 (cell) 

 
 

Office Hours: 8:00 am– 3:30 pm Monday - Friday 
 
 
 

 
 
Program Manager Principal 
Colin Guiguet Spencer Gray 
cguiguet@saanichschools.ca  sgray@saanichschools.ca 
778-676-0447 (cell) 250-514-8354 (cell) 

 
 

Email and phones are monitored during office hours, all written communications should 
be by email. 

 
 
 

For emergencies after 3:30pm call: 250-812-0731 
 

 

mailto:kbelusic@saanichschools.ca
mailto:kewer@saanichschools.ca
mailto:ebertram@saanichschools.ca
mailto:cguiguet@saanichschools.ca
mailto:sgray@saanichschools.ca
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Saanich International Student Program (SISP) Contacts 
 
Your first point of contact for any concerns or questions about school and courses is the 
International Student Advisor/Support at your school. They are also able to assist you with 
all kinds of other problems by directing you to the person who can help. They are at your 
school to help you! 

 
 

Parkland Secondary School 
10640 McDonald Park Road, Sidney, BC V8L 5S7 

 
Advisor: Mr. Gary Choo 

E-mail: gchoo@saanichschools.ca 
Phone: 250-655-2708 

   
Advisor: Mr. Jeff Hilton 

E-mail: jhilton@saanichschools.ca 
Phone: 250-655-2706 

 
International Assistant: Sara Benson 
E-mail: sbenson@saanichschools.ca 

Phone: 250-655-2702 

 
Stelly’s Secondary School 

1627 Stelly’s X Road, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S8 

 
Advisor: Ms. Asha Sidhu 

E-mail: asidhu@saanichschools.ca 
Phone: 250-544-0320 

 
Advisor: Mr. Dan Berger 

E-mail: dberger@saanichschools.ca 
 

International Assistant: Ms. Angela Davey 
E-mail: adavey@saanichschools.ca 

 
Claremont Secondary School 

4980 Wesley Road, Victoria, BC V8Y 1Y9 

 
Advisor: Graeme Mitchell 

E-mail: gmitchell@ saanichschools.ca 
Phone: 250-658-6674 

 
Advisor: Mr. Shon Ryan 

E-mail: sryan@saanichschools.ca 
 

International Assistant: TBA 
Email:  
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SISP Office Staff 
 

 
The Program staff in the SISP office at Parkland School are also available to answer 
questions and/or address your concerns. 
 
 
Principal: Mr. Spencer Gray Phone: 250-514-8354 
Email: sgray@saanichschools.ca 
 
 
Senior Manager: Mr. Colin Guiguet Phone: 778-676-0447 
Email: cguiguet@saanichschools.ca  
 
 
Program Assistant: Ms. Lea Hoffmann Phone: 250-655-2722 
Email: lhoffmann@saanichschools.ca 
 
 
Program Assistant: Ms. Naoko Tsumori Phone: 250-655-2720 
Email: ntsumori@saanichschools.ca 
 
Program Assistant: Ms. Ruby Li Phone: 250-655-2725 
Email: rli@saanichschools.ca  
 
 

mailto:sgray@saanichschools.ca
mailto:cguiguet@saanichschools.ca
mailto:lhoffmann@saanichschools.ca
mailto:ntsumori@saanichschools.ca
mailto:rli@saanichschools.ca
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THANK YOU! 

 
 
 
 

Dear Homestay Family,  

 
We want to thank you for supporting the Saanich International Student Program. The homestay 
experience is a very important component of our program. We know many of our students’ most 
vibrant memories will be of the time they spent with members of their Canadian homestay family. 
 
Unless you’ve been a homestay parent, it is difficult to describe the feelings of love and 
understanding that can develop between homestay parents and their international “son” or 
“daughter”. In a relatively short period of time, a stranger becomes a member of the family and the 
beginning of a relationship forms, that may last a lifetime.  
 
By welcoming the student into your home and treating them as a valued member of your family, your 
family is offering them the chance to experience unique privileges and responsibilities that will make 
them much more than a visitor here. As each of you come to understand your homestay student’s 
growing awareness of our society and family life, you will also begin to understand their country, their 
family, their customs, and their beliefs as well. Soon you realize this is true education, one that could 
not be experienced more profoundly any other way.  
 
Being a homestay parent has its joys and sorrows, its problems and its responsibilities, but in the end 
the rewards far exceed any challenges you may face. Happy homestay experiences lead to genuine 
sadness as your student prepares to leave and also a sense of joy in realizing the relationship you 
have developed will live on for years to come.  
 
Thanks to you and your family, your homestay student will leave with a mind full of memories that 
encourage them to embrace people of every nationality more easily. Your care and support make all 
the difference. On behalf of the Saanich International Student Program, we thank you for all you are 
about to do!  
 
Sincerely, 
 
The SISP Homestay Team 
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HOST PARENT’S CHECK LIST 
 

 
This list may help you prepare with what can come up as you welcome your student into your home. 
Please make sure you complete this check-list and contact your Homestay Coordinator if you have 
any questions or concerns. 
 

 I have given my student an orientation to the neighbourhood and the community. 
 

 I have discussed the bus routes and schedules. 
 

 I have assisted my student in setting up a bank account 
 

 I have assisted my student in setting up their cell phone plan 
 

 I have discussed curfew rules (see page 20) 
 

 I have discussed information about security in the home (students require a key) 
 

 I have discussed safety issues, such as fire exits, etc. 
 

 I have provided my student with emergency contacts 
 

 I have discussed house rules and clarified my student understands the rules 
 

 I have discussed Travel Forms  
 
 I have a copy of my student’s Medical card and it’s in a safe place 
 
 I have discussed the Medical insurance procedures 
 
 I have discussed with my student any food concerns, allergies, meal times, and food 

preferences 
 
 I have reviewed the student orientation package from school with my student and clarified 

my student understands the information in the package 
 
 I have discussed the school schedules with my student 
 
 I have addressed my student's questions and concerns 
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HOST FAMILY GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 
This information is intended to address a broad range of topics that you may have questions about as 
homestay parents. 
 
Why do foreign students participate in the Saanich International Student Program? 
 
Students participate for a variety of reasons: 

➢ to become more fluent in English, which will lead to greater employment opportunities in their 
home countries 

➢ to achieve BC Graduation in order to enter university in North America because university 
places are limited in their home countries 

➢ to experience Canadian culture and lifestyle 

➢ to experience life abroad 

 
 

Suggestions:  
Talk to your student about her/his reasons for coming. Help to set academic goals and language goals based on those 
reasons. Help make a plan, which will lead to success in achieving these goals. 
 

 
Is hosting a student right for your family? 
 
Becoming a host family is an important decision, it takes openness, kindness, and understanding to 
host a teenager from a different culture. Students will often become part of the family. Sharing your 
culture with your student and learning about their culture can be very rewarding. 
 
When deciding upon a student placement, the Homestay Coordinator carefully considers the needs of 
both the student and the host family. However, the needs of the student are paramount and we 
reserve the right to change a student homestay if necessary. 
 
As host families, you have gone through a selection process, however, this doesn’t guarantee 
continued placement of students with your family each year. We try to place students appropriately, 
and this may change from year to year depending upon the applications we receive. 
 
How can I best prepare my family and myself for the homestay experience? 
 
It’s a good idea to discuss the expectations of all family members before the student arrives. Children 
may think the student will be like a new brother or sister or that they will become best friends and in 
fact, this may not happen. Sharing the same home doesn’t guarantee your own children and your 
student will have anything in common with each other. An honest discussion about the difficulties of 
forming a cross-cultural friendship, with the added barrier of language, can save disappointment later 
on. The more you learn about the country and culture where your student comes from, the better you 
will be able to understand and support your student. We ask you to at least have an idea of where the 
country is and what kind of an environment your student comes from. 
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As a homestay parent, what am I expected to provide? 
 
As a homestay parent we ask you to provide support to your student as you would normally provide 
for your own family members. 
 
Please provide the following for your student: 

➢ private adequately heated bedroom furnished with the following: 

o a bed with a proper mattress and bedding 

o a chair and desk with a lamp and adequate lighting 

o a window that opens 

o a closet and set of drawers 

➢ three wholesome meals a day and snacks as required 

➢ a quiet, adequately lit and heated study space 

➢ hot water and facilities for daily bathing 

➢ access to basic toiletries, such as soap, shampoo, toilet paper, etc  

➢ laundry facilities (you may expect a student to do their own laundry if you wish) 

➢ emotional support if the student suffers from homesickness, difficulties at school, etc. (please 

reach out to your Homestay Coordinator for assistance) 

➢ Academic support (help with homework if possible, communication with teachers, attendance 
at parent-teacher-student interview, etc.) 

➢ inclusion of the student in family outings, trips to restaurants, special occasions, recreational 
activities 

➢ access to the common living areas of the house 

➢ a house key 

➢ transportation to and from student activities (host families living in remote areas will be 
required to provide more transportation) 

 
 

Suggestions: 
 
Within the first week of your student joining your family, have a conversation with your student about expectations (yours 
and the student’s).  
 
Discuss how much interaction the student and the family will have and the kinds of activities in which you will participate 
together.  
 
Discuss these issues regularly. Situations change as the student’s understanding of our culture develops and as their 
English improves. 
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE 
 

 
Arrival:  
 
What are the responsibilities of the Host Parent? 

➢ It is important to connect with your student via email to confirm their arrival information. If you 
are unable to contact them prior to their arrival date please contact the Saanich International 
Student Program.  
 

➢ It is also your responsibility to pick your student up at the Victoria airport or ferry/bus terminal. 
 

➢ Please make sure your student contacts their parent(s) to confirm they have arrived safely. 
 

Departure:  
 

➢ Please make sure you are available to drive your student to the airport or ferry. 
 

➢ Please also assist your student with travel documentation required, we will send you an email 
with the list of what is required and if you could make sure it is all ready prior to their flight. 

 
 

Charges at Airport Drop-off: 
 
Please remind your student there are weight restrictions on luggage. Your student should research 
how much luggage they can take and be prepared to pay any additional fees. Please note, it’s the 
student’s responsibility to pay for these additional fees, and the Saanich International Student 
Program will not responsible to reimburse a host family if they choose to pay the additional fees.  
 

Extensions: 
 
Some students may decide to extend their stay. If your student speaks to you about a possible 
extension please notify the SISP office immediately as forms need to be filled out for a potential 
extension to happen. 

 
School Startup: 

 
Bell schedules for the first few days and arrangements for orientation for our International students 
can be found on the individual school websites or by calling the school office. 
 
http://www.claremont.sd63.bc.ca   http://www.royaloak.sd63.bc.ca 
http://www.stellys.sd63.bc.ca   http://www.bayside.sd63.bc.ca 
http://www.parkland.sd63.bc.ca   http://www.northsaanich.sd63.bc.ca 
 

 
 

Students must bring their passport (and study permit if applicable) on their first day of school. 
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School Related Matters: 
 
Each student is assigned an international student advisor. For any school related matters please 
contact their advisor (see page 2). 
 
Student Absence 
 
Your student is expected to attend school every day unless they are ill. If the student is ill please 
call the school attendance line every day that they are not in attendance.  
 
School work  
 
Should your student miss school because of illness, it is their responsibility to catch up on missed 
school work. 
 
Academic Performance  
 
If you receive notification from a teacher regarding poor academic performance and have any 
questions, please reach out to your student’s International Student Advisor. 
 
Report Cards  
 
Students are not always willing to share their report card, please ask them to share it with you. We 
ask you to attend Parent/Teacher interviews to find out how they are doing in school. If you have 
questions about your student’s progress, please contact their International Student Advisor. 
 
Course Schedules  
 
Students may have questions or concerns about their course schedules. Please do not deal with 
course concerns (unless it is to alert us). Students are here for many reasons and scheduling 
decisions are complicated and demand careful attention. Their designated school advisor has the 
knowledge about the requirements for your student’s program and can assist your student in making 
informed decisions. Please take an active interest in your student’s progress in classes. If attitude 
towards school, attendance or tardiness becomes a problem, please contact the International Student 
Advisor.  
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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT AT THE BEGINNING 
 
 

Students may suffer from several overlapping conditions for the first few weeks or in some cases, 
even months: 
 
Culture Shock:  
 
Culture shock is what people experience when they are suddenly immersed in a culture which is 
different from their own. “Culture” means the largely unwritten patterns of behavior that govern the 
lives of a particular group of people.  
 
Culture shock comes from the realization that basic assumptions about life and familiar ways of 
behaving are no longer appropriate or useful. 
 
Remember your student is struggling with new (and in many cases, strange) things such as 
language, climate, community, customs, food, home, family, behaving and ways of showing 
emotions. It is worth noting that if you as a host family have had little experience in another culture, 
then you may experience some culture shock yourselves. 
 
Our students find themselves in a foreign culture where people relate to different expectations, where 
language is different, and where the rules for polite and socially acceptable behaviour bear no 
reflection to what has governed their existence within their own society. 
 
Culture shock may appear at any time within the student’s stay and can occur on more than one 
occasion. 
 
One student had been studying in another district for just over 10 months. She loved her host family, 
school, friends; everything was running smoothly. She was achieving excellent marks and her 
language skills were very strong. One morning, she woke up with an uncontrollable urge to cry. Little 
things that never bothered her before seemed overwhelming. She felt irritated at everything. Her host 
mother took it personally and saw her student’s unhappiness as a reflection of her parenting ability. 
By explaining cultural shock, how it affects different people and what the student could do to help 
herself, the student started to feel more control over her emotions. The host, through greater 
understanding of what the student was experiencing was able to offer the support and space the 
student needed to move forward. This particular student suffered quite an intense experience that 
lasted about 6 weeks. 
 
Symptoms of culture shock may occur in many different forms: 

➢ Difficult to carry on normal conversations 

➢ Complains about feeling unwanted or unloved 

➢ Withdraws, becomes moody and irritable, ignores rules and describes confusing situations as 
“stupid” 

➢ Becomes defensive or argumentative over innocent remarks 

➢ Spends hours in the bedroom, crying and isolating themselves 

➢ Wishes to be home where people understand 

➢ Frequent and lengthy phone calls home 
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➢ Changes in appetite and sleeping patterns 

➢ Depression and sadness 

 
Some things you can do to help during this stage: 

➢ Identify it is culture shock and explain to your student what culture shock is 

➢ Acknowledge the feelings are normal and temporary 

➢ Offer yourself as a sympathetic shoulder to cry on 

➢ Remind yourself the student’s culture shock is not a reflection of your hosting ability or a sign 
of rejection; it is a normal stage many students experience 

➢ Allow the student time to be alone 

➢ If conflicts between your student and your children arise, try to mediate the situation and have 
everyone respect each other’s needs for some space 

➢ Encourage extra rest 

➢ Encourage the student to talk about their feelings with other students 

➢ Understand your student’s intense feelings 

➢ Reduce stress and minimize complications such as pressuring for better grades at school, 
teasing your student about what the student is experiencing, and leaving the student alone for 
extended periods 

➢ Offer your student some, ‘one on one’, away from the home and other siblings. This may 
include, going for a walk, going out for a tea or coffee, going shopping together, sharing a quiet 
time talking about the student’s family and friends back home or looking at the student’s family 
photos 

➢ Take the student out to a restaurant that specializes in their ethnic food, as familiar food can 
be comforting 

The severity of culture shock and the duration the student experiences can be influenced by many 
factors, such as the length of the student’s stay, individual personality, the relationship between the 
host and student, stresses such as the academic course load of the student, sleeping and eating 
habits, peers, and a sudden change in routine, etc. If your student experiences prolonged or more 
severity in symptoms, please contact your Homestay Coordinator for guidance. 
 
Jet lag:  
Most students have traveled through several time zones to reach Vancouver Island. They may suffer 
from the effects of jet lag for up to two weeks, including sleeping problems, drowsiness at the wrong 
time of day, loss of appetite, general fatigue, and disorientation. 
 
Homesickness:  
Many students have left their family, friends and pets for the first time, and they are far away. Natural 
feelings of homesickness may be further exacerbated by culture shock. 
 

Loneliness:  
Students may feel very alone in this strange new situation. They may feel like outsiders in the 
community, in the school, and even in your home. Limited English language may contribute to their 
feelings of isolation.  
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Teenage mood swings:  
Even though they come from another country, they are still teenagers dealing with the physical and 
emotional changes that all teenagers go through.  
 
All of the above may exhibit themselves in any of the following ways:  

➢ quiet and/or unresponsive 

➢ withdrawn behavior 

➢ crying spells 

➢ isolation from the family (long periods alone in the bedroom) 

➢ lack of appetite 

➢ despondent behavior 

➢ anxiety and/or depression 

➢ anger 

➢ moodiness 

➢ lethargy 

➢ stress related headaches and/or stomach upset. 
 

 

Suggestions: 
 
If you suspect that your student is suffering from any of the above conditions, talk to your student about it, explaining it is 
perfectly normal, it will get better in time, and you would like to help.  
 
Plan some outings or activities together.  
 
Encourage your student to contact their parents. Ask about their family and life in their home country. 
 
Look at photographs together.  
 
Plan topics of evening conversations.  
 
Develop the habit of watching a weekly TV show together or taking walks together.  
 
Help your student build an active and busy life in our community.  
 
Help your student develop friendships with people of a similar age.  
 
Talking through difficult times can lead to a closer and more caring relationship. 
 
Card games or Board games are a great way to engage your student in an activity where they must speak English. 
 
Take your student to the grocery store with you to choose a food they are familiar with. 
 
Your student will receive a comprehensive Orientation Package which will outline information they will need regardingt 
medical issues, manners, Canadian culture, and tips on how to live with a host family. Ask to see the package and go 
over it with them to insure they understand. There is a lot of information, so you may want to go slowly and cover off the 
information over several weeks. 
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What should I do during the first few days? 
 

➢ Keep your student busy but also arrange for some time alone to compensate for jet lag fatigue 

➢ Encourage your student to contact their parents soon after arrival 

➢ Speak to the parents yourself saying how pleased you are to have their son or daughter with 
you; even if they don’t understand English, they will appreciate the gesture 

➢ Introduce your student to extended family members, neighbours and close friends. 

➢ Write down names to help them remember them 

➢ Take the time to learn the correct pronunciation of your student’s name 

➢ Discuss how you would like your student to address you and other family members 

➢ Make sure your student has your phone number and those of the members of the family who 
might be able to assist them if they find themselves lost 

➢ Help arrange for a cell phone, but do not sign a cell phone contract for them (Phonebox and 
Chattr are two possible companies for students that do not require a contract) 

➢ Show female students where they can buy personal supplies and discuss how you would like 
them to dispose of sanitary items in your home 

➢ Visit local points of interest and make sure your student knows the route from your home to 
school 

➢ Review school information and discuss the plans and the times for getting to school 

➢ Ask your student what they would like to do 

➢ Provide your student with a transit schedule and go over it with them 

➢ Take your student on a bus ride and show them where to catch the bus and how to get to 

school 

➢ Relax and focus on making your student comfortable and your own feelings of nervousness 
and anxiety will disappear 

➢ Celebrate small milestones right away (the end of the first week, the first month, etc.) 

➢ Establish a pattern of daily conversation and have your student help to make a list of 

conversation topics to get through the first few weeks 
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What about food/manners? 
 

Canadian food can be a challenge for international students at first. The food you serve in your home 
will be different from the food they are used to. Worldwide, many people derive great comfort from 
their familiar and favourite foods. Eating times, table manners, and methods of serving and 
presenting food will also be different for your student. Most students adjust quickly to a Canadian diet 
but some may take longer than others.  
 

Table manners can vary greatly in other cultures such as chewing with the mouth open and declining 
offers of food at least three times before accepting. If your student displays manners inappropriately 
to your expectations, you will need to explain and demonstrate the proper Canadian behaviour. 
Please do not be offended if your student does not say please or thank you, as it is not part of every 
culture; feel free to let them know how important it is in our culture. 
 

Please be patient, changing lifelong behaviour takes time. 
 
 

Suggestions: 
 

Give your student a tour of the kitchen and the refrigerator, naming items and explaining what they are for. 
 

Make a space for your student to store personal snacks that they purchase for themselves. 
 

Ask your student what different items are found in the cupboard and refrigerator at home. Talk about favourite foods 
and what is eaten at mealtimes at home.  
 

Let your student know where it is appropriate to eat in the home and where they should not take food. 
 

Take your student food shopping with you, especially to a large food store where various ethnic foods are available.  
 

Ask your student what he would like to take to school for lunch. Encourage your student to prepare a favourite dish 
so that you can try it and learn to cook it.  
 

Have a good variety of fresh fruits and vegetables on hand.  
 

Rice is an important part of Asian diets. If your student wants rice every day, please provide it, even for breakfast.  
 

If your student is to make their own lunch, then you will have to demonstrate how to make a sandwich, pack the 
leftovers, and show them any other items that they may include in their lunch package. 
 

Explain to your student that the tap water is safe for drinking. 
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 
Host families are reimbursed for expenses incurred and will be paid out via direct deposit on the last 
Friday of the month for the upcoming month or the 1st of the month if it lands on a Friday. In 
circumstances where a student needs to be moved from your home, it is expected the host family will 
repay the remaining nights of the month by either e-transfer or cheque payable to SD63.  

For repayment, if e-transferring, please use the following email address and message: 

accounts_receivable@Saanichschools.ca  

In Memo section, please make note: International Homestay and your last name 

For repayment, if using a personal cheque, please mail to the following address: and make cheque 
payable to SD#63: 

Lea Hoffman 
Saanich International Student Program 
10640 McDonald Park Rd 
North Saanich, BC V8L 5S7 

It is strongly recommended host parents refrain from lending money to their student, and never to 
borrow money from your student. 
 
What should host parents pay for? 

➢ If your family initiates the activity, such as going to a movie or out for dinner, the expectation is 
you would pay for the student. 

➢ It is expected you would pay for any items, food or entertainment that you would pay for your 
own children. 

➢ If you are planning a trip and inviting your student it is expected that you pay for food and 
accommodation. Other such expenses, such as ski passes etc. should be the responsibility of 
the student. Please speak to the student prior to the trip to discuss any extra expenses, with 
the intention of allowing them time to budget for the trip/outing. 

 
What should the student pay for? 

➢ clothes 

➢ school supplies and extra-curricular lessons or activities 

➢ sundries 

➢ medicines and medications of all kinds 

➢ any dental work (dental work is not covered by the student’s medical plan) 

➢ haircuts and/or other personal services 

➢ personal entertainment and expenses (If the student chooses to eat in a restaurant or go to a 

movie with friends, the student is expected to pay) 

mailto:accounts_receivable@Saanichschools.ca
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➢ costs associated with participation in school-sponsored activities such as graduation 
ceremonies, school dances, trips, extra-curricular sports, costs related to individual 
certification, etc. 

➢ costs related to renewal of student study permits and airplane tickets home 

➢ grad fees, yearbook fees 

➢ public transportation (suggest a monthly student bus pass) 

 
What expenses does the program cover? 

 

The fees that students pay cover the following: 

➢ all tuition for the school they attend 

➢ medical insurance fees 

➢ school bus registration fees 

➢ some activities arranged by the International Program Staff.  
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HEALTH 
 

 
All our students are covered by medical from Sept 1 – June 30th or for the length of their stay with us. 
 
All new students will be covered for the first three months by our short-term medical provider – 
Guard.me. www.guard.me  
 
After the 3 month wait period the students that have come with a study permit will go onto the Medical 
Services Plan of BC (MSP) for the remainder of their stay. www.health.gov.bc.ca/msp 
  
If a student does not have a study permit they will remain on Guard.me insurance for the remainder of 
their stay.  
 
For those students returning who were previously on B.C. Medical, their policy with MSP will be 
extended until the expiry of their study permit or the end of their stay whichever comes first. 
 

All other inquiries regarding medical coverage please contact Naoko Tsumori at: 
 

ntsumori@saanichschools.ca or 250-655-2722 
 
What if my student gets sick or injured? 
 
As a host parent, we ask you to give the student the same level of support and care you would give 
your own family members. 
 

➢ Seek medical attention as required. 
➢ Take the student to the appropriate treatment centre. If the illness or accident is serious, 

please inform the Homestay Manager immediately. 
➢ If you have challenges getting your student into a treatment centre/walk-in clinic, please reach 

out to your Homestay Coordinator for assistance. 
 
Unless it is a medical emergency please consider taking your student to a clinic first. Clinics charge 
between $70.00-$100.00, while the emergency room charge is $700.00-$1000.00. In many countries, 
students are used to going to the hospital for non-urgent conditions so you may have to explain the 
difference here in Canada. 
 
If URGENT medical attention is required, the student should be taken to the hospital 
emergency room. Please call our emergency number (250-812-0731) to report emergencies to 
the program. 
 
What if my student receives an outstanding invoice for a hospital visit? 
 
If your student receives an invoice from Island Health, please have the student or yourself send your 
Homestay Coordinator a copy of it and our Homestay Manager will work with Island Health to see if it 
may be direct billed to Guard.me. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.guard.me/
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Vaccinations: 
 
Your student may bring home vaccination permission forms from school. It is up to each student to 
decide whether or not they wish to be vaccinated. The student will need permission from his/her 
natural parent(s). As a host parent you are not authorized to make this decision for your student. 
Please encourage your student to discuss this with their natural parent(s) and if a vaccination is 
desired please contact the SISP office. 
 
 
Covid-19 Booster: 
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SAFETY 
 
 
Students must: 
 

➢ be at home most school nights, unless participating in an organized activity. 

➢ follow curfews set by host parents. We recommend the following, although if an earlier curfew 
works better for your family, please feel free to make adjustments. 

o We recommend the following weekday (Sunday – Thursday) maximum curfew: 
 
All grades 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 

o We recommend the following weekend (Friday – Saturday) maximum curfews: 
 
Grade 9 9:00 pm 
Grade 10 10:00 pm 
Grade 11 11:00 pm 
Grade 12 12:00 am 
 

o All students need to be out of the downtown core of Victoria (any location past 
Uptown) by 9:00 pm 

 

• let you know where they are at all times. It’s okay to ask them to provide clear and detailed 

information regarding their whereabouts. We have shared the following with our students, and 

it is the expectation they provide you with the following information. Please hold them 

accountable to this expectation.  

 

Clearly communicate with your host parents and include the details as to where you are going 

(location as well), who you are with and your plans with your homestay. Example: I’m on the 

{bus number} bus, heading to Uptown Mall with {friend’s names} and going to go for dinner at 

{name of restaurant}. I’m now at the restaurant. I’m heading to the bus stop now. I’m now on the 

{bus number} bus and will be home at {time}. Please make sure you are responding in a timely 

manner when your host family asks you a question or asks you to provide more information. 

➢ refrain from using and/or buying drugs, cigarettes, vaping and/or alcohol. 

 
Homestay parents must: 
 

➢ not leave students alone overnight for any reason. SISP requires appropriate adult supervision 
(persons 25 years of age or over, with a valid CRC and vulnerable sector check) to be 
responsible for your student while you are away. Please notify your Homestay Coordinator 
of your plans in advance, with plenty of notice, as we will need to obtain contact details 
for the appropriate supervising adult as well as a valid CRC and vulnerable sector 
check, which can take up to 6 weeks to obtain. We will arrange for care of your student in 
situations where an emergency arises. 

➢ inform the school if the student is ill. 

➢ never allow students to drive any motor vehicles. 
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Safety is an important concern with parents, students and others. Students will be instructed about 
these issues, but it would be a good idea for you to review safety procedures with your students, both 
for your home, for example, fire escape routes, and earthquake procedures and in the community, 
(without alarming them unduly).  
 
If you become concerned about any safety issue involving your student, please inform us. This 
includes student’s use of alcohol or drugs, which is strictly prohibited. If you become aware that your 
student has used alcohol or illegal drugs, it is your responsibility to inform your Homestay Coordinator 
or Homestay Manager immediately.  
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COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
 
Computers: 
 
Students should have reasonable access to a computer with internet service to communicate with 
family and friends. Host parents should feel free to monitor the types of use as well as limit the 
amount of time spent on the computer.  
 
The host family is not permitted to charge the student for internet access or basic phone and cable 
services. 
 
Discuss your policies regarding inappropriate internet sites, downloading, and email accounts. 
Up-to-date virus protection and firewall software on your computer are highly recommended. 
 
By allowing your student use of your computer you assume some risk that something may go wrong. 
We are unable to compensate you for money paid for repairs to your system. 
 
Many students will bring their own computer; therefore, the installation of a wireless router is highly 
recommended as an easy and inexpensive way to allow internet access. 
 
 
Phones, Skype, Facebook and Facetime: 
 
The use of Skype, Facebook and Facetime to communicate with friends and family is very popular, 
but can be disruptive to the family if used late into the night. The SISP program recommends an 
11:00 pm internet curfew. This is to ensure the student and family are getting a good night’s sleep 
and not missing early morning classes. Students should be able to communicate at other times of the 
day despite the time differences 

 
Cell phones: 
 
Students who wish to purchase a cell phone must do so at their own expense. Host families should 
not sign any contracts on behalf of the student. A pay-as-you-go card is recommended. 
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COMMUNICATION 
 

Both the host family and the student deserve courtesy and respect. These can mean different things 
to different cultures. If you feel that the student is being discourteous explain to them how they should 
behave in Canada. 
 
It is important to communicate explicitly with students. All rules and expectations will be new to 
them and you cannot assume that they understand things that are obvious to most Canadians. You 
might want to start by explaining your “house rules” such as chores, personal hygiene, and laundry. 
 

➢ Students should ask ahead of time if they need rides to special events, or if they wish to have 
friends overnight, etc. 

➢ Explain the importance of letting you know where they will be at all times. 

➢ Students should assist with some duties in the home. Many students are not used to doing 
chores. They often come from families that hire household help. You will need to demonstrate 
the tasks that you would like them to do. For example, if you wish your student to do their own 
laundry, you will need to demonstrate how to use your machines. 

➢ Make additional rules as necessary: showers/bathing (explain use of shower curtains and how 
to use shower, appropriate length of shower, etc.), table manners, other manners, use of 
household appliances, laundry, bringing friends home, etc. 

➢ You may also want to explain to your students what is appropriate to flush down the toilet. 
 
 
Suggestions: 

Discuss your rules early and often, making sure that the student understands. 

Deal with a few rules at a time. 

Reach mutual agreement about as many rules as possible. 

Explain the reasons for your rules. 

Enforce your rules: do not let the student get away with breaking them. 

Be fair and firm. 

Establish reasonable consequences for breaking rules. 
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DAMAGE TO HOME/PROPERTY 
 
 

1. Maintaining adequate home and content insurance is important; check with your insurance 
provider as hosting an international student may affect your insurance coverage.   

 
2. Please take pictures of the student’s room prior to your student’s arrival in case of damage 

during the student’s stay, as these will be used as a reference when claiming damages. 
 

3. Please have a regular inspection of your student’s room, this should be done to ensure the 
health and safety of your student and your home. 

 
4. Should any damage occur please discuss the damages with your student.  
 
5. It is the student’s or their parent’s responsibility to pay for any damage they may have caused. 
 
6. The Saanich International Student Program cannot reimburse host families for any damages; 

therefore, it is essential that these issues be taken care of before the student leaves. 
 

Lost and/or presumed stolen items: 
 
The Saanich International Student Program cannot compensate for lost or presumed stolen items. 
Both the student and the host family should submit claims to their insurance providers. 
 
Religion: 
 
Please respect the religious beliefs and background of your student. For example, if you have a 
practicing Roman Catholic student it would be best to inquire if they wish to attend a youth group at a 
Catholic church, or the church of your faith. Some natural parents are adamant about the place of 
worship for their child. 
 
Hosting Family Members: 
 
You are not required to host the parents or other family members of your student should they come 
for a visit. If you find it awkward to discuss this with the parents, please advise us and we will assist 
you. However, if you do wish to host the parents/relatives, please understand the amount of extra 
work this may entail is at your own expense. 
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THINGS NOT WORKING OUT? 
 
 
Hosting an international student should be an experience that both the family and student enjoy. The 
needs of both the student and host family are carefully considered. However, no matter how perfect 
the match may look like on paper, there is no way to predict how real-life relationships will turn out. 
 
If a situation occurs that bothers you or your family, please address these conflicts as soon as 
possible. Often, they can be resolved with open communication. If a situation persists and you feel 
you have tried communicating with your student with no resolution please contact your Homestay 
Coordinator to discuss the situation. 
 
Your Homestay Coordinator will meet with all parties, either individually or together, to work out a 
solution to the problem. We may also decide to issue a final warning on the student’s record if 
stronger disciplinary action is required. It is important to proceed in a spirit of mutual respect during 
the mediation process. 
 
If no resolution to the situation is possible we will make arrangements for a new homestay as soon as 
possible. Your understanding and patience while we work through this process is greatly appreciated. 
 
Sometimes students will request a host family change without your knowledge. Some reasons for this 
could be not feeling comfortable discussing issues with you, no family interaction, not feeling “part of 
the family”, strict house rules, sibling rivalry or just different personalities. They may feel the only way 
to deal with these feelings is to ask for a change in families. The Homestay Coordinator will talk with 
the student about their request and have them reflect on their own behaviour, their attitude, and offer 
suggestions on how they could handle things differently. 
 
While we do not like making changes, we also have to respect the fact that some relationships just 
don’t work. All requests to be moved will be carefully evaluated and considered. The only 
circumstance where mediation will not be considered is if the student’s natural parents and/or agent 
request a move. 
 
If a new home is available the move can happen quite suddenly. This is done as our students pay a 
considerable amount of money to study and live here and we want their experience to be as 
enjoyable as possible. We understand that a student being moved out of the home can be surprising 
and hurtful to family members. Please know that your family will not be disqualified as a host family 
and no blame is assigned to any party involved. Every attempt will be made to explain the situation to 
the host family after a surprise move has occurred and the student has left your home. It is 
understandable that this situation can be very emotional for the student and the host family so finding 
closure for all parties involved is important. 
 
What if my student is dismissed from the program? 
 
Reasons for dismissal from the program can include; serious infractions of the program’s rules, failure 
to meet program expectations, inappropriate conduct in the host family home or at school. f*If the 
student is dismissed they will leave the host family home as soon as possible, either returning home 
or starting in a new program. This can happen within a few days. Saanich International Student 
Program staff will assist and communicate with you if your student is dismissed. 
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What if this happens before month-end? 
 
Sometimes moves happen before the end of the month which will require repayment of part of the 
host family reimbursement. This is because we will have to reimburse the “new” host family for the 
actual number of nights they host in that first month. We appreciate your understanding and 
cooperation. 
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RELATIONSHIP PROTOCOLS 
 
 
As you know, different cultures have different protocols about personal space. We ask you to “be 
smart”. For your own protection, take a very careful approach to hugging, touching or showing 
affection to your student. Actions are easily misinterpreted by young people and others around you. 
 

Examples: 

➢ Japanese students rarely have a warm, physically demonstrative relationship with their natural 
parents. Therefore, be cautious in demonstrating physical affection until you are sure of your 
relationship with the student. 

➢ Latin students are very demonstrative, as a general rule. Again, you must take a cautious 
approach.  

➢ Some European and Latin American students often greet each other with hugs and kisses on 
the cheek; this is normal. In fact, many of these students consider Canadians ‘cold’ because 
they do not demonstrate this open affection. (Do not misinterpret overt signs of friendliness as 
being any more than that.) 

➢ If we receive any kind of information about ‘inappropriate conduct’ by anyone, adult or 
student, in relation to a Saanich International Program student, then we must 
investigate immediately. This is a legal requirement. 

 

Please note these points: 
➢ Adults should remember to dress appropriately while in the company of students.  

➢ Adults should not use ‘sexually suggestive’ language or tell off-colour jokes in front of students. 

➢ Overt or excessive displays of affection in public are completely inappropriate. 

➢ Please respect the student’s right to privacy in their own room. This does not mean you can 
never enter the room but give notice to your student before entering their room. 

➢ Some students may not want anything other than a ‘formal’ relationship with their host family, 
while others may want a warm family relationship with their host family. Attitudes vary with 
each individual, don’t take it personally if your student prefers the more formal relationship. 
Each student is different. 

➢ Under no circumstances serve alcoholic beverages to your Saanich International Program 
high school student in your home. Sometimes, parents elect to serve their own older teens a 
drink on special occasions such as Christmas dinner. Your international student cannot be 
afforded this “adult” privilege. This rule is for your own protection. It’s not legal to provide any 
kind of alcoholic beverage, to your student, even in your own homes. 

 

Student Relationships: 
 

A delicate matter has to do with relationships that inevitably form between students. A primary 
responsibility of the host parent is to care for the student and to keep the Homestay Coordinator 
informed about the welfare of the student. This includes informing us of behavior of other students 
which may impact on your student. It is the host family’s responsibility to inform the Homestay 
Coordinator of potentially dangerous or inappropriate personal relationships so that the student can 
be counseled appropriately. 
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Harassment: 
 

Harassment of any kind will not be tolerated. We expect all students to be free of harassment in both 
the host family home and at school. If you are aware of any problems of this nature please contact 
the SISP office, the Homestay Coordinator, or the International Student advisor. 
 
Harassment is defined as: 

➢ Any improper behaviour that is directed at or offensive to another person, is unwelcome, and 
which the person knows or ought to reasonably know would be unwelcome; or 

➢ Objectionable conduct, comment or materials or displays that demean, belittle, intimidate, or 
humiliate another person; or 

➢ The exercise of power or authority such as intimidation, threats, coercions and blackmail. 
 
Sexual Harassment is defined as: 

➢ Any comment, look, suggestion, physical contact, real or implied action of a sexual nature 
which creates an uncomfortable environment for the recipient, made by a person who knows 
or ought reasonably to know such a behaviour is unwelcome; or 

➢ Any circulation or display of visual material of a sexual nature that has the effect of creating an 
uncomfortable environment; or 

➢ An implied promise of reward for complying with a request of a sexual nature; or 

➢ A sexual advance made by a person in authority over the recipient that implies a threat or an 
expressed or implied denial of an opportunity which would otherwise be granted or available, 
and may include a reprisal or a threat of reprisal made after a sexual advance is rejected. 
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CONDUCT WITH RESPECT TO HOSTING STUDENTS 
 
 

As Host Parents, you are the responsible adult, NOT the best friend of the student. You are expected 
to act '‘in a kind and judicious'’ manner with respect to your dealings with your student.  
 
Some International students come from cultures where physical punishment is allowed and common 
in their homes and in their classrooms. Some students may expect this type of punishment if they 
disobey our rules in the host family or in their class. However, just as it is forbidden and unlawful to 
use any type of corporal punishment on a child by a teacher, we must caution you that the same rules 
apply to host parents of an international student.  
 
Physical discipline is not permitted under any circumstances. 
 

Safety  

➢ As host parents, you must be aware that safety is key. Students must be properly supervised 
at all times. Students should not be left alone overnight for any reason. We will arrange for 
care of your student in situations where an emergency arises. If you plan to be away, make 
certain your student stays with an adult (25 years of age or older) who has been 
approved by this Program. Be sure to inform your Homestay Coordinator of your plans 
as far in advance as possible. 

➢ Do not allow your student to be ‘wandering at large’ at night, especially alone. The key is to 
make certain you know where your student is at all times. 

➢ If a student asks to participate in a ‘sleep over’, then make certain to check the particulars with 
the adult supervisors at the other home. 

➢ If you have any questions or concerns, we encourage you to seek answers or advice 
from the Homestay Coordinator. 
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OUR PROGRAM 
 
 
To help facilitate communication and to ensure you’re aware of who to reach out to for assistance, 
please refer to the following information. 
 
The Homestay Coordinators are your first point of contact for any questions or concerns you may 
have regarding your student or our program. 
 
The District Principal, Senior Manager and Homestay Manager are the Custodian Representative for 
each student on behalf of the school district and has ultimate authority for their care while they are 
studying in our District. 
 
For questions or issues involving student accounts, medical insurance issues, or for general 
information, please contact Naoko Tsumori at ntsumori@saanichschools.ca or 250-655-2720. 
 
SISP is reachable 24/7 for emergencies such as: 
 

➢ A health emergency (including an accident) 

➢ A student is missing 

➢ An emergency has arisen in your family or in the student’s family at home 

➢ A student has missed curfew and is not reachable 

➢ A student is not following host family rules regarding safety and/or the student is at risk 

 
Who to contact if you have concerns such as: 

➢ Your student is missing school, is late, or is not completing homework, please contact the 
International Student advisor or the teacher. 

➢ Your student is not following host family rules, please contact your Homestay Coordinator.  

➢ Your student becomes ill at school, advise your student to go to the school office, and the 
office will then contact you. 

➢ Your student must stay home for illness, please advise the school directly. The International 
Office does not need to be informed if a student must miss a day of school, unless there is an 
emergency. 

o To contact:  

▪ Parkland Secondary School:  
Phone :250-655-2713 
Email: parkland_attendance@saanichschools.ca 

▪ Stelly’s Secondary School:  
Phone: 250-544-0300 
Email: stellys_attendance@saanichschools.ca 

▪ Claremont Secondary School: 
Phone: 250-658-6666 
Email: Claremont_attendance@saanichschools.ca 

mailto:ntsumori@saanichschools.ca
mailto:parkland_attendance@saanichschools.ca
mailto:stellys_attendance@saanichschools.ca
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➢ Your student has a serious health or safety concern, please reach out to your Homestay 
Coordinator.  

➢ The issue of health and safety for students is our utmost concern, please, when in doubt, err 
on the side of caution; and reach out to us.  

➢ If you are not sure about a situation, please contact your Homestay Coordinator. 
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ACTIVITIES 
 

Caution:  

➢ Extreme sports, such as bungee jumping, paragliding, etc, are not permitted. 
 
➢ When participating in activities ON the water, such as boating, kayaking, river tubing, etc. 

students must wear life jackets. 
 

➢ Students may not participate in trampoline activities. This advice comes from BC Ministry of 
Education, Risk Management Branch. An accident could lead to litigation. 
 

➢ Students may not participate in surfing unless they participate in a Surfing School program 
which has liability insurance, accompanies students in the water, and prepares for the activity 
with a safety lesson. Also, students must be able to swim. 

 
➢ Students should only swim in locations where a certified life-guard is present. 
 
➢ Please ensure that students wear helmets when cycling. It’s the law in BC, but not in many 

other countries. 
 
Activities in General:  

 
➢ Some of the international students’ best experiences have to do with participation in activities 

both in the school and in the community. 
 

➢ Many new students need encouragement to participate in activities because of shyness, 
language difficulties or because the concept of participation is new to them. 

 
➢ The schools offer many possibilities for extra-curricular activities such as sports or clubs. 

Please encourage your student to become involved. 
 

➢ The community also provides a host of activities available to your student. Again, we 
encourage you to help your student become involved. 

 
➢ Our host parents can help by volunteering to coordinate an activity that may involve a small or 

large group of students. 
 

➢ There are International Program activities arranged by program staff, in which all international 
students are invited to participate. 
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT TRAVEL 
 
Safety is always a major concern for the program. We are aware of the fact that the students in our 
program are not adults and we take our responsibility for their care seriously.  
 
When our students are in school or in their host families we feel confident they are safe. When they 
leave our district, to go to other cities or to stay with other people, we must insure their safety in the 
different environment. 
 
In situations where our students are traveling with the Host Family and under your supervision within 
British Columbia, the student doesn’t require approval by SISP, however all other travel is subject to 
approval by SISP. 
 
The following table (see next page) will outline when a travel application form is required to be 
submitted, by whom, as well as the deadlines for submission. The table is for general travel. Prior to 
the winter break and spring break, our host families will be sent a similar table with adjusted 
submission deadlines for travel during the breaks. 
 
The travel application form can be found at: https://studyinsaanich.ca/homestay/travel-application 
There are three types of travel application forms, Day Trip, Overnight Trip and Flight Travel.  
 
The Day Trip application is to be filled out by the student’s host family and is required for any 
student who is interested in travel outside of the Greater Victoria area who isn’t chaperoned by the 
student’s host family. 
 
Overnight Trip application is to be filled out by the student’s natural parents and is requested for 
any student who is interested in travel outside of the Greater Victoria area who isn’t chaperoned by 
the student’s host family and for all travel outside of the province of British Columbia even if 
accompanied by the host family.  
 
Flight Travel application is to be filled out by the student’s natural parents and is required for any 
student wishing to travel by plane. Please note, students must take full responsibility if any class time 
is missed, and communicate with teachers, and to make a plan to get caught up with missed school 
work. 
 
SISP will review all applications for travel. If approval is granted, SISP will notify the host 
family via email. Only then will the student be allowed to travel. 
 
  

https://studyinsaanich.ca/homestay/travel-application
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 Student Travel 2022-23  

 

Many of our students will take this opportunity to travel while in Saanich. Please take some time to discuss 

travel with your student(s). Planning ahead is the only way to make sure students can enjoy travelling. Please 

refer to the chart below to determine whether your student is required to submit a travel application and the 

deadlines associated with their travel. 

 

We really appreciate receiving the travel applications as soon as possible. Thank you for assisting your students 

with their travel plans. 

 

Please note, as we are in a pandemic, and our utmost importance is the safety of our students and host families, 

travel rules could change due to the direction of the Federal Government of Canada and the Provincial 

Government of British Columbia. 

 

Travel Situation Application Needed Submission Deadline 

   

Day Trips   

With host parent within BC No  

With host parent within Canada Yes 3 school days prior to departure 

With host parent outside of Canada Not permitted due to 

the pandemic. 

 

Without host parent within BC Yes 3 school days prior to departure 

   

Overnight Trips   

With host parent within BC No (Reminder, please advise natural parents of trip 

details) 

With host parent within Canada Yes 5 school days prior to departure 

With natural parent within BC Yes 5 school days prior to departure 

With natural parent within Canada Yes 5 school days prior to departure 

With natural parent outside of Canada Yes 5 school days prior to departure 

With an appropriate supervising adult within BC Yes 5 school days prior to departure 

With an appropriate supervising adult within Canada Yes 5 school days prior to departure 

With an appropriate supervising adult outside of 

Canada 

Not permitted due to 

the pandemic. 

 

Back home to family Yes 5 school days prior to departure 
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HOST FAMILY TRAVEL 
 

Host families who have committed to hosting international students and who are planning a vacation 
should limit the time they are away from their student. We understand family emergencies can arise 
that require your attendance, although prolonged vacations by host parents should be delayed until 
the student has departed. Host parents are required to inform their Homestay Coordinator well in 
advance of departure where they are going, the dates they will be away and who will be caring for 
their student, as require some time to find another host family who can accommodate your student. 
 


